71.03 OTHER PARKING RESTRICTIONS.
(A) The City Council may by resolution order the placing of signs,
devices or marks, or the painting of streets or curbs prohibiting or
restricting the stopping, standing or parking of vehicles on any street
where, in its opinion, as evidenced by a finding in its official minutes, the
stopping, standing or parking is dangerous to those using the highway,
or where the stopping, standing or parking of vehicles would unduly
interfere with the free movement of traffic. The signs, devices, marks or
painting shall be official signs, devices, marks or painting, and no person
shall stop, stand or park any vehicle in violation of the restrictions
thereon or as indicated thereby.
(B) No parking signs may be placed by city employees on any street of
the city to permit construction, repair, snow removal, street cleaning or
similar temporary activities. While the signs are in place, it shall be
unlawful to park any vehicle on the streets or portion thereof so posted.
(C) It shall be unlawful for a person to park in an area designated by
Council resolution and posted as a fire lane.
(D) It shall be unlawful for a person to park a vehicle or permit it to
stand, whether attended or unattended, on an alley within the city,
provided that this does not prohibit the parking of vehicles for less than
one hour on an alley for the purpose of access to abutting property for
loading or unloading merchandise or other material when parking on the
property itself is not available.
(E) It shall be unlawful for a person to park a motor vehicle in an area
designated by posted signs pursuant to Council resolution for certain
types of vehicles, unless the motor vehicle is one of the types of vehicles
specifically permitted.
(F) Every vehicle parked upon any street with a curb shall be parked
parallel to the curb, unless angle parking is designated by appropriate
signs or markings. On streets with a curb, the right-hand wheels of any
vehicle parked shall be within one foot of the curb. On streets without a
curb, the vehicle shall be parked to the right of the main traveled portion
of the street and parallel to it and in such a manner as not to interfere
with the free flow of traffic, unless angle parking is designated by
appropriate signs or markings.
(G) No person shall park any vehicle including but not limited to any
recreational vehicle, utility trailer or farm implement upon any street
within the corporate limits of the city and leave it standing for more than
24 consecutive hours.

Penalty, see ' 10.99

